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ABSTRACT 

We investigated (a) whether observers perceive the gender of 

orchestral conductors in point-light displays across multimodal 

conditions and (b) whether there are quantifiable motion differences 

between male and female conductors. We hypothesised that in 

explicitly trained conducting gestures, gender differences are less 

pronounced as compared to walking motion. Gestures of male and 

female orchestral conductors were recorded with a motion capture 

system while they conducted two excerpts from a Mendelssohn string 

symphony to musicians. Point-light displays were created according 

to the following conditions: static image (no movement), gait, 

visual-only and audiovisual conducting. In addition, auditory-only 

versions of the same music were produced. Musically trained 

observers distinguished best between male and female conductors in 

gait and static images, for which differences in body morphology 

and/or motion parameters were found in accordance with previous 

research. For conducting movements, no significant motion 

differences were recorded. Accuracy of gender recognition was 

influenced by conductors’ expertise: While observers perceived the 

gender of less experienced conductors’ above chance level for 

visual-only and audiovisual point-light displays of conducting, 

displays of experienced conductors permitted correct recognition for 

gait and static images only, but not for the three conducting conditions. 

Results point to a response bias in judgments such that experienced 

conductors were more often judged to be male. We conclude that 

judgement accuracy depended both on conductors’ level of expertise 

as well as on observers’ concepts, suggesting that perceivable 

differences between men and women diminished for highly trained 

movements of experienced individuals. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Gender recognition has been studied for common daily 

movements such as walking and running. Relatively little is 

known about the availability of gender cues in deliberately 

trained and more technical movement skills. In this study, we 

hypothesise that in skilled movements, global gender differ-

ences diminish due to extensive training. We investigate the 

accuracy of gender recognition for point-light displays of 

movements performed with different levels of expertise. In 

particular, observers’ ability to recognise the gender of ex-

perienced and less experienced orchestral conductors – a pro-

fessional domain with a large gender imbalance – was analysed. 

Point-light displays present a seemingly random constella-

tion of dots, which observers recognise as being derived from 

human or animal motion as soon as this constellation begins to 

move. It has been shown that people are able to recognise the 

gender and features such as emotional affect of these point-light 

displays, indicating the capacity of the human visual system to 

mediate and utilise cues that provide hints of these specific 

features (for a review, see Pollick, Kay, Heim & Stringer, 2005). 

The ability to recognise gender in point light-displays evidently 

implies the existence of different cues characterizing male and 

female individuals. Both differences in body morphology and 

differences in motion may serve as gender-specific cues (Pol-

lick et al., 2005; Pollick, Paterson, Bruderlin & Sanford, 2001). 

Although differences in biological motion and morphology 

have been identified and quantified, it remains challenging to 

determine what information observers actually use to infer 

gender from point-light displays. Taking gait as a thor-

oughly-studied example, two theoretical models have been 

proposed to explain individuals’ ability to distinguish between 

displays of males and females. A first model postulates that 

gender recognition is mainly based on differences in structure 

(i.e. body morphology), in particular the ratio of the shoulder 

width to the sum of the hip and shoulder widths (“centre of 

moment”; Cutting, Proffitt, & Kozlowski, 1978). Anthropom-

etric evidence indicates that shoulder width is greater in men 

than in women (e.g. Heinz, Peterson, Johnson, & Kirk, 2003). 

Second, the model from Mather and Murdoch (1994) postulates 

motion differences for gender recognition. In this regard, the 

lateral body sway of male and female walkers is distinctly 

different, with increased medio-lateral movement of the hip in 

women and greater head and shoulder translation in men 

(Mather & Murdoch, 1994). In a research review of gender 

recognition in walking, Pollick et al. (2005) report average 

proportions correct of 66% for side views, and 71% for other 

viewpoints (frontal and oblique). Nevertheless, gender recog-

nition is possible above chance even for static frontal 

point-light images (Davis & Gao, 2004), leading to the con-

clusion that observers rely predominantly on structural differ-

ences. 

In a study using point-light displays of arm movements such 

as knocking or waving, Pollick, Lestou, Ryu and Cho (2002) 

asked observers to identify gender and affect (angry vs. neutral) 

of these movements. Human recognition accuracy was com-

pared to an automatic “ideal observer” based on a pattern 

classification algorithm using 2D motion information. While 

human observers were able to indicate the intended affect above 

chance level, gender was not reliably recognised in the arm 

movements. The algorithm, on the other hand, achieved high 

sensitivity in gender recognition. The extent to which observers 

are able to use gender-specific information appears to be task 

dependent. 

A pertinent question that has not been addressed in previous 

research is whether technical expertise or expert motor skill 

may affect gender-specific cues in point-light displays. The 

amount of deliberate and extensive training required by per-

forming arts such as dancing, playing a musical instrument or 

conducting ultimately leads to high degrees of technical per-

fection. The outcome of such extensive motor training has been 
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studied across several fields (for an overview, see Magill, 2004), 

indicating that expert motor performance is characterised by 

accuracy, precision, consistency and persistence. In a study of 

violin playing – evidently among the domains requiring very 

high motor skill – Konczak, van der Velden and Jaeger (2009) 

found that for particular movements, expert violinists possessed 

higher degrees of motor consistency and precision compared to 

novices. Moreover, experts reach high levels of adaptability 

(Gentile, 2000) and generalisability of their motor skill over 

situational or personal invariants (Magill, 2004), suggesting 

that motor performance becomes more stable and independent 

from external or individual-related factors. As a consequence, 

the kinematics and kinetics of expert performance are defined 

more by the laws of mechanics and motor control specifying the 

goal of the task, and less by individual motion characteristics 

that are still observable in less trained individuals. Accordingly, 

one could argue that experts’ motor performance is also more 

independent from gender factors, especially for tasks that do 

not differentiate per se between a performer’s gender (as op-

posed, for instance, to gender-specific dance movements, see 

Calvo-Merino, Grèzes, Glaser, Passingham, & Haggard, 2006). 

Point-light displays of expert motor performance should thus 

afford fewer or no gender-specific cues compared to novice 

displays. 

Therefore we also ask in the current study, whether motion 

invariants permitting the recognition of gender in point-light 

displays of male and female orchestral conductors are more 

controlled in experienced individuals as compared to less ex-

perienced individuals. Among various musical professions, 

conducting appears to be one of the last fields principally 

dominated by males, and only recently more female conductors 

have been taking over responsibilities in orchestras (Edwards, 

2003). Experimental research on musical conducting has con-

centrated on beat perception in point-light displays (Luck & 

Sloboda, 2009; Wöllner, Deconinck, Parkinson, Hove & Keller, 

2012) and expressive features of conductors’ gestures in rela-

tion to motion quantity (e.g., Wöllner & Auhagen, 2008). 

Typically only a limited number of conductors were studied, 

and to this end, gender-specific characteristics were not scru-

tinised in empirical research. Therefore it is not known whether 

movements of male and female orchestral conductors differ. 

Hypotheses 

Based on research into structural and motion differences 

between male and female walkers, we investigated whether 

observers perceive the gender in point-light displays of a de-

liberately trained motor skill. We first hypothesised that rec-

ognition accuracy depends on type of movement. Observers 

were expected to judge the conductors’ gender reliably for 

walking as in previous studies, but less so for skilled orchestral 

conducting gestures because of the higher generalisability of 

trained motor skills over individual-related invariants. Second, 

we investigated whether conductors’ motion expertise had an 

impact on observers’ judgment accuracy. Due to extensive 

training and enhanced motor skills, more experienced con-

ductors should afford fewer motion cues of their gender com-

pared to less experienced conductors. 

II. METHODS 

A. Participants 

Point-light displays of the movements of ten orchestral 

conductors were employed in the current study (for examples, 

see Figure 1). Five of them were female (mean age: 34.60 years, 

SD = 10.31), and five were male (mean age: 31.40 years, SD = 

10.11). Based on their professional performance experience in 

public concerts, conductors were assigned to two groups of 

expertise (novices and experts). Male and female conductors 

were matched according to range of experience and age prior to 

the experiment, and no significant group differences occurred 

between them in age, experience or other relevant variables. 

Twenty-four musically trained observers were presented 

with point-light displays of the conductors. Their mean age was 

23.13 years (SD = 3.04), 15 were female. At the time when the 

study was carried out, training on musical instruments averaged 

12.13 years (SD = 4.74), and each observer performed about 13 

times per year under the direction of a conductor. According to 

the local institution’s ethic guidelines, observers and conduc-

tors provided their informed consent prior to taking part, all 

received remuneration. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Point-light displays of a female conductor (left) 

and a male conductor (right). 

 

B. Stimulus Material 

Conductors were recorded with a ten camera motion capture 

system (Vicon, Oxford, UK; temporal resolution: 200 Hz). The 

3D-position of 35 markers (full-body marker set) plus two 

markers for the baton was captured while they conducted the 

beginning of Mendelssohn’s String Symphony No. 9 in C minor. 

Five advanced student string musicians of a major conserva-

toire, one for each voice of the musical scores (two violins, two 

violas, one cello), performed the music according to the indi-

vidual conductors’ intentions conveyed via their gestures. Be-

fore recording took place, each conductor briefly rehearsed the 

piece with the musicians. The sound recording was synchro-

nised with the motion capture system via a DV camera con-

nected to Vicon. 

Point-light displays were created with customised MATLAB 

routines (Mathworks Inc., Psychophysics Toolbox version 3; 

Brainard, 1996; Pelli, 1996). Out of the full body model, 17 

markers were selected and presented as black dots on a white 

screen as follows: one marker for each ankle (lateral malleolus 
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of tibia), knee (lateral epicondyle of femur), hip (anterior su-

perior iliac spine), shoulder (posterior acromion of clavicle), 

elbow (lateral epicondyle of humerus), wrist (styloid process of 

the ulna) and tip of the index finger, two for the front head (left 

and right facet of frontal bone), one for the top of the sternum, 

and two dots for the baton, which were smaller in size in order 

to distinguish them from the body markers (Figure 1). 

Two short musical excerpts were chosen from the whole 

piece of music: a) the beginning of the grave section (1.5 

measures, total duration 7.080-11.400 ms, depending on each 

conductor’s interpretation), and b) the start of the allegro sec-

tion (4.5 measures, 6.040-9.320 ms). Excerpt duration was not 

significantly different regarding conductors’ gender or exper-

tise (independent samples t-tests on number of frames). In 

addition, conductors’ gait was recorded while they were 

walking normally, and frontal point-light displays containing 

the 15 anatomical markers (no baton) of one complete stride 

cycle (two consecutive steps) were created. Finally, a static 

frontal point-light image was extracted from the beginning of 

the gait cycle showing conductors standing with both arms 

downwards. 

C. Design and Procedure 

The experiment was undertaken as a within-participants 

(repeated measures) design. Observers watched point-light 

displays of all ten conductors under the following conditions: 

visual-only (two excerpts from the Mendelssohn string sym-

phony without sound), full gait cycle, auditory-only (same 

music as in the visual-only condition for each conductor), static 

images, audiovisual (point-light displays including sound). The 

total number of trials was 120. Using binary forced-choice 

judgments, observers indicated whether the motion was derived 

from a male or female person. In the auditory-only condition, 

observers indicated whether they believed that the music was 

interpreted by a male or female conductor. If observers were 

unsure, they were still asked to provide an answer. 

III. RESULTS 

A. Overall Gender Judgments 

We first analysed whether there are differences according to 

condition (type of motion, display modus). D-prime scores, 

taking into account potential response biases, were calculated 

and tested in one-sample t-tests against chance level. Chance 

level in d-prime analysis is defined as similar numbers of cor-

rect (“male judged as male”) and erroneous (“female judged as 

male”) responses, leading to a difference value of zero. 

Analyses for all conductors showed that d-prime scores for gait 

(M = 1.09, SEM = 0.18) and static images (M = 0.75, SEM = 

0.11) were significantly different from zero, t(23) = 6.13, p 

< .001, and t(23) = 6.57, p < .001, respectively. In addition, 

audiovisual presentations were recognised above chance (M = 

0.36, SEM = 0.12; p < .01), t(23) = 3.04, p < .01. Gender was 

not perceived in visual-only and auditory-only conditions 

(p > .26). 

Results were not influenced by observers’ gender as shown 

in independent samples t-tests on d-prime scores. Thus male 

observers did not judge a higher proportion of conductors to be 

male, and vice versa. 

A repeated-measures ANOVA resulted in a main effect for 

Condition, F(4, 92) = 11.78, p < .001, η
2
 = .339. Post-hoc 

comparisons (Bonferroni) indicate that gender was recognised 

best in gait (compared to visual-only: p < .001, to auditory-only 

p < .01, compared to audiovisual p < .05), followed by static 

images (compared to visual-only: p = .001, and to auditory-only: 

p < .05). Differences between audiovisual and other conducting 

conditions were not statistically significant in post-hoc com-

parisons. 

B. Influence of Conductors’ Expertise on Judgements 

The second hypothesis addressed if conductors’ motor ex-

perience had an impact on whether or not observers perceived 

gender-specific characteristics. In separate one-sample t-tests 

for each group of expert and novice conductors, recognition 

d-prime scores differed significantly from chance level for gait 

and static images (all p ≤ .001), both in experts and novices 

(Figure 2). In the three conducting conditions (visual-only, 

auditory-only, audiovisual), observers did not perceive the 

gender of expert conductors. For novice conductors, on the 

other hand, gender recognition was above chance level for 

visual-only and audiovisual conditions, t(23) = 3.10, p < .01, 

and t(23) = 4.02, p = .001, respectively. Thus, while motion and 

morphological cues in walking or static images facilitated 

gender recognition in point-light displays of all conductors, 

observers perceived the gender only in novice conductors’ 

movements, but not in the highly trained gestures of expert 

conductors. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Mean D-prime scores for novice and expert 

conductors. 

 

In order to further analyze this effect, it was tested whether 

“false alarms” rates were higher for expert conductors, meaning 

that experienced conductors were predominantly perceived to 

be male when in fact the motion was from female conductors. 

For the visual-only condition, the mean false alarm rate for 

expert conductors was .67 (SEM = 0.03) and for novice con-

ductors .47 (SEM = 0.04). A dependent-samples t-tests showed 

that this difference was significant, t(23) = 4.13, p < .001. 

Similarly for the audiovisual condition, the mean false alarm 

rate for experienced conductors was .65 (SEM = 0.05) and for 

novice conductors .47 (SEM = 0.05), t(23) = 2.49, p < .05. No 

significant differences occurred in false alarm rates for other 

conditions. This result indicates that experienced conductors 

were more often judged to be male even when they were actu-

ally female. 
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C. Morphological Structure and Motion Differences 

Finally, potential differences in body morphology and mo-

tion were analysed with regard to gender and expertise groups 

of conductors. Mann-Whitney U tests indicated that men had 

indeed a greater shoulder width (U = 1.00, Z = -2.40, p < .05) 

and were taller (U = 0.00, Z = -2.61 p < .01) than women. For 

both shoulder/hip ratio (U = 4.00, Z = -1.78, p = .095) and 

estimated Q angle (U = 21.00, Z = 1.78, p = .095) a trend to-

wards significance was found, with tendencies for shoulder/hip 

ratio to be larger and Q angle to be smaller in men compared to 

women. There were no differences between expert and novice 

conductors for structural parameters. 

For the gait motion parameters, male and female conductors 

differed significantly in terms of step length (U = 2.00, Z = 

4.787, p < .05), cadence (U = 23.00, Z = 2.20, p < .05) and 

pelvic tilt (U = 25.00, Z = 2.61, p < .01), whereas no gender 

difference was found for gait speed. Again, no difference was 

found between the distributions of experienced and 

less-experienced conductors for gait motion parameters. 

Analysis of conducting motion parameters revealed rela-

tively large inter-individual differences for total baton trajec-

tory, shoulder sway, pelvic sway, and movement smoothness. 

Yet no significant between-group differences for male and 

female conductors were found. With regard to the two expertise 

groups, inspection of the vertical acceleration plots of the baton 

indicated a noisier signal in the less-experienced group, which 

was supported by a significantly higher number of peaks in 

acceleration plots (novices: 49.7; experts: 35.9; U = 0.50, Z = 

-2.62, p < 0.01). Further motion parameters were statistically 

similar across the two expertise groups. 

Thus, while male and female conductors differed in body 

morphology, quantitative analyses of motion cues did not yield 

gender-specific effects. Between the two expertise groups, 

conversely, no morphological differences were obtained, yet 

expert conductors’ motion differed from those of novice con-

ductors in an important measure related to expertise. 
 

IV. DISCUSSION 

This study examined whether human observers are able to 

distinguish the performer’s gender in a deliberately trained and 

technically complex skill. Point-light displays of conducting 

motion (presented to observers in multimodal conditions) were 

compared with static images and gait motion, for which pre-

vious research evidenced gender recognition above chance. 

While static images, gait, and conducting contain similar gen-

der-specific structural cues related to body morphology (see 

Pollick et al., 2005), highly trained motor skills should be less 

dependent on person-related movement invariants (Magill, 

2004) and, as a consequence, may afford fewer motion cues for 

gender recognition. Our findings show that independent ob-

servers distinguished best between point-light displays of male 

and female individuals in gait and static images. Gender was not 

reliably detected in visual presentations of orchestral con-

ducting gestures. Separate analyses revealed an effect of motor 

expertise such that the group of expert conductors did not afford 

cues for gender recognition in skilled movements, while the 

gender of novice conductors was recognised above chance level. 

Analyses of observers’ response bias indicated that experienced 

conductors were more likely judged to be male. Explanations 

for these findings are discussed with regard to skill-related 

availability of motion cues and observer-related utilisation of 

motion cues for gender recognition, as well as constructs of 

gender biases in responses. 

The ability to identify gender-specific features in point-light 

displays relies on the visual system’s capacity to perceive and 

interpret differences in morphological and movement-related 

characteristics (Johnson & Tassinary, 2005). While converting 

a normal image to a point-light display masks some of these 

attributes (e.g., face or secondary sex characteristics), a number 

of gender-specific cues remain available such as centre of 

moment (Cutting et al., 1978) or lateral body sway (Mather & 

Murdoch, 1994). Consistent with previous research, our data 

revealed differences between male and female individuals in 

morphological structure (height, shoulder width) and gait 

movements (cadence, pelvic tilt). These cues, potentially 

combined with further nearly significantly different features 

(e.g., Q angle), were utilised to achieve above-chance propor-

tions correct for static images (mean: 63%) and gait (mean: 

67%), which are approaching the scores (71%) reported in the 

review by Pollick et al. (2005). 

For point-light displays of conducting movements, con-

versely, observers did not reliably tune into this information. 

Observers were thus not able to judge the same performers’ 

gender for which they correctly identified gender in gait or 

static images. Conducting point-light displays were presented 

from a frontal perspective with the same size dimensions as in 

gait or static images, thus structural cues related to body shape 

were available in the same way. Hence our findings suggest that 

observers focussed more on motion cues than on structure in 

conducting movements, otherwise the available structural 

gender cues would have been utilised. Pollick et al. (2002) 

showed that the visual system may (unconsciously) neglect or 

fail to detect available information for gender recognition. 

The finding that conductors’ motor expertise influenced 

observers’ judgments may provide an explanation for the lower 

gender recognition rate in conducting movements. We argue 

that the improvement in expert skill leads to higher control and 

reduces involuntary gender-specific idiosyncrasies. Previous 

research suggests that violin playing (Konczak et al., 2009) and 

other complex movement skills (Magill, 2004) become more 

accurate and consistent (e.g., increased precision, less errone-

ous) with training. Similarly, practice of musical conducting 

may shift the movement execution towards an exemplar of 

technical expertise (cf. Wöllner, Deconinck, Parkinson, Hove, 

& Keller, 2012) that transcends involuntary movement idio-

syncrasies and gender-related features, which are present in 

beginners. Although more research is needed to study the im-

pact of motor training on the availability of gender-specific 

movements cues, our results indicate effects related to expertise, 

since only for the group of novice conductors gender recogni-

tion was possible. Expert conductors’ more refined gestures, on 

the other hand, potentially limited gender-related movement 

characteristics and subsequently did not provide observers with 

sufficient cues for gender discrimination. While kinematic 

analyses indicate that expertise in conducting did not affect 

basic features such as total baton trajectory, the smoothness of 

the motion acceleration signal was higher in experts. Vertical 

acceleration of the conductor’s baton may provide important 
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cues for the conveyance of the musical beat (Luck & Sloboda, 

2009) and was closely related to the target beat in a sensori-

motor synchronisation study (Wöllner et al., 2012). Our results 

reveal that this signal is more affected by noise in novice 

conductors, which is indicative of less fluency and may com-

promise the perception of the beat. The technical disadvantage 

shown by less-experienced conductors could in turn have in-

fluenced observers’ judgments. However, the rather small 

sample of conductors used in the current study calls for some 

caution when interpreting these findings. Also, the perception 

of human conducting is more holistic, including important cues 

from the conductors’ faces (Wöllner, 2008). Yet a great deal of 

information is already conveyed by point-light displays. 

From a social-psychological perspective, the prevalence of 

gender stereotypes may have shaped observers’ responses to 

some extent. Especially in fields such as music performance, 

typically characterised by high levels of skill, technique and 

individual preferences, people often tend to develop distinct 

social constructs of performing artists (North & Hargreaves, 

2008). In the current study, gender stereotyping may have 

affected recognition accuracy for conducting movements (cf. 

Cox, 2001). Analysis of the observers’ response bias and, in 

particular, “false alarm” rates for experienced conductors, 

revealed that experienced conductors were more often judged 

to be male. For novice conductors, on the contrary, no such 

effect was observed. This effect suggests that observers asso-

ciated movement skill present in point-light displays of con-

ducting gestures more frequently with maleness. In this regard it 

can be speculated that conductors are more often taught by male 

instructors or have a male biased prototype as exemplar, given 

the domination of males in the field of conducting (Edwards, 

2003). These examples could then reflect on both the conduc-

tors’ movement execution and on observers’ expectations of 

conducting expertise. 

Apart from visual judgments of static images, gait and 

conducting gestures, this study included an auditory-only and 

an audiovisual condition. The music, two excerpts from the 

beginning of Mendelssohn’s String Symphony No. 9 in C minor, 

was performed by advanced student musicians, who followed 

the conductors’ gestures closely. Neither for experienced nor 

for novice conductors the soundtrack itself contained gen-

der-specific cues, in contrast to the visual information provided 

in audiovisual and visual-only presentations of novice con-

ductors, which facilitated gender recognition for this group. In a 

recent multimodal integration study (van der Zwan, MacHatch, 

Kozlowski, Troje, Blanke, & Brooks, 2009), observers judged 

point-light walkers with ambiguous gender information more 

often to be female when these walkers were paired with audi-

tory cues related to females. While these findings point to an 

impact of the auditory modality on perception and gender 

judgments, in the current study we did not obtain differences or 

interaction effects for audiovisual as compared to visual-only 

conditions, suggesting that auditory cues were not relevant for 

gender judgments. Evidently, musical interpretations differ 

according to the intentions and personality of individual con-

ductors, and so far it can only be speculated in what ways the 

conductor’s gender may affect the musical performance, if there 

are general differences at all (cf. Edwards, 2003). 

 

Conclusions 

Our results indicate that human observers are generally not 

able to indicate the gender in point-light displays of conductors, 

particularly if conductors are more experienced. Potential 

gender cues, which are typically available in other movements 

such as walking, may thus be diminished for extensively trained 

technical skills. This effect is dependent on the level of exper-

tise of the conductor. While observers were able to recognise 

the gender of less experienced conductors, judgments of expert 

conductors were biased towards male. Overall this research 

confirms that the capacity of the human visual system for 

gender recognition in point light-displays depends both on the 

interaction of automatic mechanisms controlling perception as 

well as culturally embedded socio-psychological constructs. 

The musical interpretation in the auditory-only condition did 

not facilitate gender judgments. Consequently, on the basis of 

essential movement information and the resulting musical 

sound, results of this study may also be interpreted as a rejection 

of overall gender stereotypes in orchestral conducting. 
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